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Semeho Edorh∗, Stephane Redon †
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Abstract

The computation of long-range potentials is one of the demanding tasks in Molecular
Dynamics. During the last decades, an inventive panoply of methods was developed in
order to reduce the CPU time of this task.

In this work, we propose a fast method dedicated to the computation of the elec-
trostatic potential in adaptively restrained systems. We exploit the fact that, in such
systems, only some particles are allowed to move at each timestep. We developed an
incremental algorithm derived from a multigrid-based alternative to traditional Fourier-
based methods. Our algorithm was implemented inside LAMMPS, a popular molecular
dynamics simulation package.

We evaluated the method on different systems. We showed that the new algorithm’s
computational complexity scales with the number of active particles in the simulated
system, and is able to outperform the well-established Particle Particle Particle Mesh
(P3M) for adaptively restrained simulations.
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Adaptively restrained simulation of a nanopore system which contains a carbon (gray)
graphene sheet, water molecules (oxygen red, hydrogen white), sodium (cyan) and chlo-
rine (green). Particles are driven through the pore by an external electric field. The flux
of sodium is restricted by positively charged particles (orange) located at the edge of the
nanopore. Counterions (brown) ensure the neutrality of the system. The simulation is sped
up by adaptively restraining the motion of water molecules.
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INTRODUCTION

Molecular Dynamics (MD) is the tool of choice in a large variety of domains such as bio-

physics, crystallography or material sciences1,2. MD simulations can be combined with (or

replace) experiments for the study of large macro-molecular systems3. To simulate these

systems, one may provide a description of the interactions that arise between the compo-

nents of the studied system. This is done through interaction potentials. The evaluation

of these potentials is often reported as the most computationally expensive part of an MD

simulation4. Thus, reducing the cost of computing the potentials acting on different compo-

nents of the system became a popular research topic. To overcome the quadratic scaling of

long-ranged pairwise interactions such as electrostatics, sophisticated algorithms have been

developed5.

The O(N log(N)) mesh solvers in Fourier space such as Particle Particle Particle Mesh

(P3M)6,7 or Smooth Particle Mesh Ewald (SPME)8, are the most popular approaches to the

calculation of the electrostatic potential or forces in periodic systems. Although these Fast

Fourier Fransform (FFT) based methods are often the less expensive solution for computing

electrostatics on a single core, their performance on massively parallel architectures are

limited by the all-to-all communications required by the FFTs9. This leads some authors to

consider alternatives to these methods.

Hierarchical approaches like Fast Multipole Method (FMM)10 are well known techniques for

open systems. However these O(N) methods can be extended in periodic systems. FMM

requires a very high order to obtain the smooth forces need for molecular dynamics. This

increases its cost for MD simulations, especially with periodic boundary conditions. Other

alternatives rely on iterative or multigrid-based methods11–16.

Multigrid approaches utilize multiple grid levels with different spatial resolutions to compute

the electrostatic interaction with a O(N) cost17. Despite their linear scaling, these mesh

solvers in cartesian space are slower than the previously presented ones5. The Multilevel

Summation Method (MSM) and the Meshed Continuum Method (MCM) are two of the

most decent multigrid methods.
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MSM directly calculates the potential on a grid by using several length scales. Calculations

are spread over a hierarchy of grids, and the potential computed at coarse levels is successively

corrected by contributions from finer levels up to the finest grid, which yields the final

potential13,18.

MCM uses densities with a compact support to sample the particles onto a grid and calculates

an approximated potential by solving a Poisson equation in a multigrid fashion14,19. This

potential is then interpolated at the particle positions. To retrieve the electrostatic potential

for each particle, a short-range correction is computed based on neighboring particles. This

step can take advantage of existing algorithms dedicated to short-range potentials, such as

linked cells or Verlet lists.

Reducing the cost of evaluating the electrostatic potential at each time step is not the only

way for accelerating particle simulations. Recently, an alternative solution, called adap-

tive restrained molecular dynamics (ARMD), was proposed in Artemova and Redon20. The

method relies on a modification of the system’s Hamiltonian to freeze and unfreeze parti-

cles temporarily during simulation based on their momenta, to avoid the need of updating

interactions between frozen particles. When sufficiently many particles are restrained, the

method may achieve significant speedups while still producing useful dynamics and statis-

tics20. In order to take advantage of adaptive restraints, simulations must use incremental

force update algorithms that skip the calculation of forces involving restrained particles. Al-

though such algorithms have been demonstrated for short-range interactions21, no method

had yet been proposed for long-range interactions. In this paper, we propose a method to

incrementally update electrostatic interactions in adaptively restrained simulations.

Some components of P3M rely on particle pair calculations which can be satisfactorily sped

up with incremental computations. Conversely the expected speed up of the P3M Fourier

part is limited. Among previous methods, MCM is a good candidate for incremental cal-

culations since all of its CPU intensive components are linearly dependent on the number

of particles. Therefore we were motivated to use this method which has a large room for

improvement as regards of incremental calculations. We show that an incremental meshed

continuum method (IMCM) can significantly speed up adaptively restrained simulations in
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the presence of long-range interactions.

Below, we give a brief overview of adaptive restrained molecular dynamics (ARMD) as well

as meshed continuum method (MCM). We then describe the incremental version of MCM.

Finally, we compare this algorithm to the well known P3M on three various benchmarks.

METHODOLOGY

Adaptive Restrained Molecular Dynamics (ARMD)

In order to speed up calculations of the intermolecular potentials, ARMD was introduced20 22.

In this model, particles with sufficiently large kinetic energy (> εf ) are considered active,

and have normal dynamics, while those with a kinetic energy below a given threshold εr are

restrained, and stop moving completely.

Given a system of N particles, this behavior can be explained through Hamiltonian formal-

ism20, where the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian is modified, namely,

HAR(q,p) =
1

2
pTΦ(q,p)p+ V (q) (1)

where q is a 3N -dimensional vector of coordinates, p is a 3N -dimensional vector of momenta

and V (q) the interaction potential energy. The 3N × 3N block-diagonal matrix Φ(q,p) =

diag[Φ1(q1,p1), . . . ,Φ(qN ,pN )] represents the inverse inertia matrix which reads

Φi(qi,pi) = m−1
i [1− ρi(Ki(pi))]I3×3 (2)

where mi, qi and pi are respectively the mass, position and momentum of particle i, Ki(pi)

its kinetic energy and ρi is its restraining function. Given the thresholds εfi and εri associated

to the particle i, ρi is defined as follows:

ρi(k) =


1 if k ≥ εfi

0 if k ≤ εri

s(k) if εri ≤ k ≤ εfi

(3)
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where s is a C2 function that smoothly interpolates between 0 (restrained dynamics) and 1

(full dynamics).

One may incrementally update the interaction potential V (q) since intermolecular potentials

typically depend upon relative particle positions. Short-range particle-particle pair interac-

tions such as Lennard-Jones potential were handled in23. By introducing a suitable neighbor

list algorithm for active particles, they achieve a significant speed-ups, depending on the

chosen thresholds.

We expect to broaden this result on systems where not only short-range interactions but

also long-range electrostatics terms are needed.

Electrostatic potential

We want to compute the electrostatic potential Φ generated by N charged particles with

charge qi at position xi in a cubic box B of length L. To ensure periodic boundary conditions

(p.b.c), we assume that the simulation box B is replicated an infinite number of times24 :

Φ(x) = − 1

4πϵ0

∑
n∈Z3

N∑
i=1

x0
i ̸=x

qi
1

||x− xn
i ||

. (4)

Here, xn
i = xi + nL,n ∈ Z3 are the replicated particle images, and ϵ0 is the dielectric

permittivity. This potential can be seen as a solution of the following Poisson equation with

respect to periodic boundary conditions

∆Φ(x) = − 1

ϵ0

N∑
i=1

qiδ(||x− xi||). (5)

The right hand side (r.h.s) of this equation is described by Dirac δ functions associated to

the point charges in the simulation box.

Given two successive timesteps (t = t0) and (t = t1), particles have two kinds of dynamics in

ARMD. Whilst the so-called restrained charges are frozen between two successive timesteps,

the active ones are allowed to move freely. Our goal is to take advantage of the fact that
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some charges are restrained from t0 to t1 in order to incrementally update the potential Φ

at t1 knowing its value at t0, thus speeding up the calculation of long-range forces.

In the upcoming section, we describe the main components of the meshed continuum method.

Then, we propose an incremental version of this method.

The Meshed Continuum Method

The Meshed Continuum Method (MCM) was proposed by Bolten et al.14,19. The crux of the

matter is to solve a modified version of the Poisson equation (5). The original expression

of equation (5) cannot be solved numerically due to discontinuities introduced by Dirac δ

functions5. Instead of modeling the particles by δ functions, one can introduce a smooth

charge density ρrc in the right-hand side (r.h.s) of the Poisson equation. The new distribution

smears the charge of the particle over surrounding grid points. The induced potential can be

computed numerically with a multigrid solver. This potential is interpolated at the particle’s

position. Finally a near-field correction is applied in the vicinity of each particle to minimize

the error. This part can be handled explicitly via a neighbor list. In summary, MCM consists

in five main phases :

▷ Evaluation of the right-hand side of the Poisson equation

▷ Computation of the near-field correction step

▷ Resolution of the Poisson equation via a multigrid method

▷ Interpolation of the solution at particles positions.

▷ Computation of the potential and forces by combining the near-field correction

term and the interpolated solution.

The right-hand side — The smooth charge density ρrc is defined as a normalized radially

symmetric distribution such that ρrc(||r||) = 0 when ||r|| > rc. The δ function associated to
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each particle is replaced by φn
i (x) = ρrc(||x−xn

i ||). Here, the normalization guarantees that

the charge induced by qiφ
n
i is equal to the charge qi. Moreover, the compactness implies

that the potential induced by the difference in charge distributions qi(φ
n
i − δ) is nil outside

of the support of φn
i

25. Nonetheless, the optimal choice for the charge distribution is not

clear. However, Bolten et al. proposed a centered quadratic B-spline as charge distribution.

Moreover, a smooth charge density can be constructed with the help of cardinal B-splines.

Precisely, a cardinal B-spline of order m ∈ N∗ is a piecewise real function of class Cm−2

with a limited support [0,m]. In practice, ρrc can be constructed by centering, rescaling and

normalizing a B-spline of a given order (See Appendix A). In addition, this B-spline can

be described with m different polynomials of degree m − 126,27. A practical algorithm for

calculating the coefficients of polynomials, which determine a cardinal B-spline, was proposed

by Milovanovic et al.28. In appendix A, we provide some examples of charge distributions.

Given a smooth charge density, the corresponding potential ϕ can be written as the convo-

lution of ρrc with the 3D Green’s function :

ϕ(x) =

∫
R3

ρrc(||y||)
4π||x− y||

dy. (6)

When r > rc the induced potential is equal to 1
4π||r|| . Depending on the charge distribution,

this potential ϕ can be evaluated analytically.

By introducing the 3D Green’s function in equation (4), the electrostatic potential can be

split into a short-range and a long-range contribution5

Φ(x) = − 1

4πϵ0

∑
n∈Z3

N∑
i=1

x0
i ̸=x

qi ×
∫
R3

(
δ(y − xn

i )− φn
i (y)

||x− y||
+

φn
i (y)

||x− y||

)
dy. (7)

The short-range term is given by

Φnf (x) := − 1

4πϵ0

∑
n∈Z3

N∑
i=1

x0
i ̸=x

qi ×
(

1

||x− xn
i ||
−

∫
R3

φn
i (y)

||x− y||
dy

)
. (8)

=
∑
n∈Z3

N∑
i=1

x0
i ̸=x

C(xn
i ,x) (9)
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where

C(x,xn
i ) = − qi

ϵ0
×
(

1

4π||x− xn
i ||
−
∫
R3

φn
i (y)

4π||x− y||
dy

)
= − qi

ϵ0
×
(

1

4π||x− xn
i ||
− ϕ(||x− xn

i ||)
)

(10)

measures the error introduced while replacing a point charge located at xi by a smooth

density.

The near-field correction — As in P3M, the main advantage of introducing locally

smeared charge distributions is the fact that they behave like Dirac densities beyond the

cutoff distance: when ||x − xn
i || > rmax, C(x,xn

i ) = 0. As result, the short-range contri-

bution can be evaluated by taking into account only the interactions up to a given cutoff

distance rc
5,14. Let us define N (x) := {xn

i ,n ∈ Z3/||x − xn
i || < rc; x

n
i ̸= x} as the

set of all particles (including periodic images) in the neighborhood of x. Therefore, using

Equation (6), one can express this short-range contribution as follows:

Φnf (x) = − 1

ϵ0

∑
xi∈N (x)

qi ×
(

1

4π||x− xi||
− ϕ(||x− xi||)

)
=

∑
xi∈N (x)

C(x,xi) (11)

The computation of the short-range contribution can be handled efficiently with a neighbor

list, which results in an optimal O(N) scaling.

Algorithm 1 Near-field correction Φnf (xi)

1: for particle j/xj ∈ N (xi) do

2: c← − qj
4πϵ0||xi − xj||

+
qj
ϵ0
ϕ(||xi − xj||) ▷ Compute the correction C(i, j)

3: Φnf (xi)← Φnf (xi) + c

4: end for

The smooth component — The smooth long-range part in (7) corresponds to the solu-

tion of the modified version of equation (5) where Dirac impulses were replaced by a smooth
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distribution.

∆Φsm(x) = − 1

ϵ0

N∑
i=1

qiφ
n
i (x) (12)

The new formulation can be solved with any grid-based Poisson solver. This equation is

discretized on a Cartesian grid Ωh of spacing h. A fourth-order compact discretization of the

equation (12) derived by Stephenson29 leads to a linear system of equations, which can be

solved using a multigrid algorithm. The partial differential equation (PDE) (12) can be solved

in diverse ways. Nevertheless, due to its good scaling and its linear computational complexity,

the multigrid approach is the method of choice for this work. This multi-resolution method

speeds up the convergence of a basic iterative method (Gauss-Seidel, Jacobi, etc.) which

efficiently reduces the high-frequency error. The multigrid method defines a hierarchy of

coarser and coarser grids on which the low-frequency error at a given level is seen as a

high-frequency one at a coarser level (see e.g. Trottenberg et al.30 or Brandt et al.31).

The self-component — Sum (4) for the potential does not contain the self interaction

x = xi. In fact, the electrostatic potential due to a point charge diverges at the source’s

location. Conversely, a smooth charge distribution does not lead to a divergence of the

potential. Moreover, the formulation (12) implies that Φsm sums the contributions of all

charges including eventually x = xi. Therefore, at each particle’s location one must subtract

a term corresponding to a self-interaction. This term, here denoted by Φself , is proportional

to ϕ(0):

Φself (xi) =
qi
ϵ0
ϕ(0). (13)

Equation (6) yields

ϕ(0) =

∫
R3

ρrc(||y||)
4π||y||

dy

Here, the integrand is a radial function. Therefore, a change of variables gives

ϕ(0) =

∫
R+

rρrc(r)dr

=

∫ rc

0

rρrc(r)dr. (14)
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Finally, the potential on a given particle i can be expressed as

Φ(xi) = Φnf (xi) + Φsm(xi)− Φself (xi). (15)

Interpolation at particles positions — For a particle i, one can retrieve the smooth

term Φsm(xi) by interpolating Φsm
g at the particle position xi, where Φsm

g is the solution of

(12) on a grid

Φsm(xi) ≈ Φ̃sm(xi) =
∑

m∈I(xi)

ω(i)
mΦsm

g (m) (16)

where I(xi) ⊂ Ωh contains neighboring grid points of particle xi and ω
(i)
m are the associated

weights. From the P closest grid nodes of particle i in each direction, a sub-mesh of P 3

neighboring points of i can be obtained. A similar stratagem was employed for P3M ,

where electrostatic forces were approximated with weights computed with splines6. In this

work, Φsm(xi) was determined with a three dimensional polynomial interpolation32,33. The

associated weights ω
(i)
m depend on the atomic relative positions with respect of the grid. In

addition, they are obtained by computing the tensor product of interpolation coefficients

derived from the interpolation in each dimension.

The meshed continuum method can be summarized by the following algorithm:
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Algorithm 2 Compute electrostatic potential Φ(xi)

1: ρsm ← 0 on the grid Ωh

2: for each particle i do

3: compute the near-field correction Φnf (xi) ▷ See algorithm 1

4: Φself (xi)←
qpi

ϵ0
ϕ(0) ▷ Self-correction

5: Add i’s contribution to smooth distribution ρsm on the grid Ωh

6: end for

7: Solve ∆Φsm = ρsm via a multigrid method

8: for each particle i do

9: Φsm(xi)← 0

10: for grid point m ∈ I(xi) do

11: Φsm(xi)← Φsm(xi) + ω
(i)
mΦsm(m) ▷ Interpolate Φsm

12: end for

13: Φ(xi)← Φnf (xi) + Φsm(xi)− Φself (xi) ▷ Retrieve the electrostatic potential

14: end for

Incremental Meshed Continuum Method

Despite its linear scaling, the Meshed Continuum Method is slower than O(N log(N)) mesh

solvers in Fourier space. Nevertheless, this O(N) complexity suggests that this method

should be suitable for incremental update. The evaluation of the right-hand side of the

equation (5) and the computation of the near-field correction are the most expensive com-

ponents of the algorithm. In this section, we propose an incremental version of the MCM

method which takes advantage of ARMD.

At t = t0, we consider a system of N charged particles, among which R particles are restrained

(frozen). Other particles are said to be active and able to move freely. Knowing the potential

at t = t0, we want to speed up the computation of the potential at t = t1, knowing that

the R restrained particles keep the same positions at t = t1. The proposed algorithm scales

linearly with the number of active particles A = N −R.
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Figure 1: Two consecutive timesteps in ARMD. Left corresponds to (t = t0) and right to

(t = t1). Red particles are restrained and cannot move. Green particles are active and are

allowed to move freely.

Incremental computation of the right-hand side — The calculation of the right-

hand side (r.h.s) of the equation (12) can easily be handled with a O(N) algorithm, since

the number of grid points affected by each particle is smaller than the total number of grid

points. The incremental calculation of the right-hand side is thus straightforward by splitting

the potential into restrained and active contributions:

ρsm = ρ(Active) + ρ(Restrained) (17)

At t = t0 the term ρ(Restrained), which corresponds to the r.h.s associated to restrained

particles, is stored, and does not need to be updated at t = t1. Only ρ(Active) needs to

be computed at each timestep. Assuming the overhead resulting from (17) is small, the

calculation has an O(A) complexity. In practice, two separate grids (Gall and Grestrained)

have to be used. Grestrained holds the contribution ρ(Restrained) obtained by running over all

restrained particles in the system and sum successively charge contributions on the grid

according to their relative location on the mesh. Gall corresponds to the contribution of all

particles ρsm. At the initial timestep, Grestrained is computed and saved in memory. For each

timestep, one can copy values from Grestrained into Gall. Then, the contribution of all active
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particles is added to Gall in order to obtain ρsm. Consequently, this strategy may significantly

reduce the CPU cost of the evaluation of ρsm by doubling the required memory.

In an adaptively restrained simulation, the distribution of active and restrained particles

is not constant. At each time step, some restrained particles may become active, and vice

versa (e.g. Particle 4 in Figure 1). At the next timestep t = t2, the restrained component

thus needs to be updated. This leads to a O(S) task, where S is the number of switching

particles. Typically, S << A < N , and the extra cost can be neglected.

Incremental Near-field correction — Singh et al. proposed an incremental algorithm

to tackle the computation of short-range pairwise potential in ARMD23. The near-field

correction presented in the algorithm 1 can be seen as a short-range pairwise potential. In

fact, from (10), the total of near-field corrections needed to be applied to a given particle i

can be obtained by the sum C(i, :) =
∑

j C(i, j), where i and j are neighbors.

Figure 2: Near correction for particle (2) at (t = t0) (left) and (t = t1) (right). Restrained-

Restrained corrections (red links) are unmodified between two successive time steps.

Active-Restrained corrections (green links) have to be updated.

In the considered system, two kinds of correction have to be taken into account (Figure 2):

▷ The correction where both particles are restrained : Restrained-Restrained correc-
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tions

▷ The correction where at least one particle is active: Active-Restrained or Active-

Active corrections

Restrained-Restrained corrections can be stored between two consecutive timesteps, since

their value does not change. Conversely, other corrections need to be recomputed. Therefore,

one can split C(i, :) as a sum of Restrained-Restrained corrections on particle i (C(i,R))

and Active-Restrained or Active-Active corrections on particle i (C(i,A)):

C(i, :) = C(i,R) + C(i,A) (18)

=
∑

j∈N (i)

C(i, j)1R(i)1R(j) +
∑
j

C(i, j)(1− 1R(i)1R(j)).

Here 1R corresponds to the characteristic function of the set of restrained particles.

While C(i,R) remains unchanged between t = t0 and t = t1, C(i,A) need to be computed.

When the particle i is restrained, C(i,R) corresponds to the sum of corrections that involve

only restrained neighbors of i and C(i,A) sums the contributions from its active neigh-

bors. Obviously, when i is active, C(i,R) is nil and C(i,A) is obtained by summing the

contributions from all neighbors of i.

The superfluous computation of interactions between restrained particles can be avoided

by storing for each particle the Restrained-Restrained component of the correction (See

Algorithm 3). For a restrained particle, the missing contribution can be computed at each

timestep by looping only on its active neighbors. Furthermore, the incremental near-field

correction can be done more efficiently by modifying the neighbor list of each particle such

that it carries only the information on the needed pairwise corrections34.
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Algorithm 3 Compute the Restrained-Restrained component Φ(nf,R)(xi)

1: if i is restrained then

2: for restrained particle j/xj ∈ N (xi) do

3: Φ(nf,R)(xi)← Φ(nf,R)(xi)−
qj

4πϵ0||xi − xj||
+

qj
ϵ0
ϕ(||xi − xj||)

4: end for

5: else

6: Φ(nf,R)(xi)← 0

7: end if

As mentioned above, usually there is also a small number of particles which switch state

between consecutive timesteps. A special treatment needs to be done for these particles.

At each timestep, the correction between switched particles and restrained particles must

be removed from or added to the Restrained-Restrained component depending on the

nature of the switch (« Restrained to Active » or « Active to Restrained »). Therefore the

incremental near correction is an O(A+ S) task.

Algorithm 4 Update for switched particles
1: for each switched particle s do

2: if s is restrained –> active then

3: Remove contribution to ρ(sm,R)

4: Φ(sr,R)(xs) = 0

5: else

6: Add contribution to ρ(sm,R)

7: Compute Φ(nf,R)(xs) ▷ See Algorithm 3

8: end if

9: end for

The interpolation coefficients — A final word is on the computation of the interpolation

coefficients (ω(i)
m )m∈I(xi). The computation of these weights can be done on-the-fly as in the

original Meshed Continuum Method. However, we chose to precompute them at the first

timestep. In practice, since these weights can be obtained through tensor product, only
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mono-dimensional coefficients are stored. The memory requirement of this approach is 3P

coefficients per particle (instead of P 3). A slight overhead is therefore generated, but this

approach might be useful on large systems. In addition, saving interpolation coefficients

is a suitable option for adaptive restrained molecular dynamics. In fact, these weights can

be reused as long as the corresponding particle does not move. As a consequence, only

coefficients associated to active particles require a frequent update.

Withal, the Incremental Meshed Continuum Method is summarized with the algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Incremental electrostatic potential Φ(xi)

Require: (ω
(i)
m )m∈I(xi), Φ(nf,R)(xi), ρ(sm,R), Φself (xi).

1: for each restrained particle r do

2: Φnf (xr) = Φ(nf,R)(xr)

3: Update near-field correction for only active neighbors Φnf (xr)

4: end for

5: ρsm ← ρ(sm,R) on the grid Ωh

6: for each active particle a do

7: Add contribution to smooth distribution ρsm on the grid Ωh

8: Update interpolation weights (ω
(a)
m )m∈I(xa)

9: Update near-field correction Φnf (xa) ▷ See Algorithm 1

10: Φself (xa)← qaϕ(0) ▷ Update self-correction

11: end for

12: Solve ∆Φsm = ρsm via multigrid method

13: Add all contributions to Φ(xi) ▷ Analogous to lines [8-14] of Algorithm 2

14: Update active and restrained lists

15: Update for switched particles ▷ See Algorithm 4

Parallelization

We implemented the IMCM in the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simu-

lator (LAMMPS)35,36, a well-established simulation package. For completeness, this section
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presents a brief overview of the parallelization capabilities of the presented methods.

The meshed continuum method can be parallelized efficiently with the help of a standard

domain-decomposition scheme where the physical domain, partitioned as sub-domains, is

distributed onto the available processors. LAMMPS exploits the Message Passing Inter-

face (MPI) standard and the Recursive Coordinate Bisection (RCB) algorithm to distribute

sub-domains (i.e. subsets of particles and grid points) over MPI processes. Usually, all

computations required by a geometric multigrid method can be described with the help of

stencils operators, which often have a compact support37. Thus, each process can apply

these stencils on grid points located inside its sub-domain. However, for a given process, the

computations on grid points that are situated close to the sub-domain boundary may require

grid points that are held by nearby sub-domains. Therefore, to ensure that the necessary

data is available during computations, each sub-domain is enlarged by a surrounding ghost

area.

To evaluate the right-hand side of Equation (12), each process computes the needed contri-

bution on the grid points it owns (including ghost ones). Then, a backward communication

step is applied. In order to fully sum contributions in their domains, all processes communi-

cate the quantities of their ghost grid points and accumulate them into their own real grid

points. Periodic boundary conditions are taken into account if needed.

Near-field contributions obey the same principles. They share the same computational pat-

tern as short-range potentials in LAMMPS. Each process computes interactions between its

particles (both non-ghost and ghost) through neighbor lists. Then, ghost particles contribu-

tions are communicated to the corresponding non-ghost particles.

The implemented multigrid solver follows the popular V-Cycle strategy17,30. In order to

travel through the hierarchy of grids defined by the multigrid method, restriction and pro-

longation operations must be applied. These operations can be formulated as stencil op-

erators and can be locally applied on each sub-domains. Then, a global communication is

required after each restriction or prolongation operation14,38. In addition, the discretized

Poisson problem can be described, on each grid level, by a stencil operation. Therefore,
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additional communications are required. Although this parallelization scheme can be handle

with ease, the multigrid method requires more attention, especially on large clusters. In

fact, as the problem size is reduced on coarser grids levels, it may arise that the number of

unknowns exceed the number of available process. Various strategies have been proposed in

order to tackle this issue38. We choose to let the processes without assigned unknowns stay

idle during the computation on these coarser levels. It should be noted that this approach

introduces load-imbalance.

Finally, each process retrieves forces by deriving the obtained solution at its own grid points.

A forward communication step is performed in order to fill the ghost grid cells surrounding

each sub-domain.

Parallelization capabilities presented above can be effortlessly extended to IMCM. For in-

stance, incremental computation of the near-field contributions can be done as follows: each

MPI process computes corrections acting on its own particles (including ghosts), while avoid-

ing computations between restrained particles. This is similar to what is proposed in39 to

parallelize the calculation of short-range interactions in ARMD.

Benchmarks

In order to evaluate the method, we designed three test systems containing sodium (Na) and

Chlorine (Cl) particles:

□ System A (64000 particles) - corresponds to a solid sodium chloride. In a 112.8×112.8×

112.8 Å3 periodic box, 32000 NaCl pairs were placed according to the halite or rock-salt

crystal structure. We evaluated our implementation (accuracy and CPU time) of the

meshed continuum method by running NVE molecular dynamics on system. Then, the

performance of the incremental meshed continuum method was assessed. To do so, we

ran several simulations where, between two consecutive timesteps, a percentage (ranged

from 0 to 100%) of randomly selected particles was restrained. Thus, by mimicking the

behavior of ARMD, we could easily understand the acceleration of various component
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of the IMCM. This system was also used to evaluate the parallelization of IMCM.

Precisely, we replicate the system twice in each direction (512000 atoms).

□ System B (23232 particles) - corresponds to a sodium chloride in the aqueous solution at

10.0 molality concentration. 6912 water molecules were combined with 1248 NaCl pairs

in a 65.26×65.26×65.26 Å3 periodic box. The system B was maintained at 298K with

a Langevin thermostat22 and thermodynamic properties were computed. During these

simulations, water particles dynamics were adaptively controlled via various energy

thresholds (εr, εf ). Meanwhile Na and Cl particles are always active — (εr, εf )Na;Cl =

(0; 0). (εr, εf ) affects the average number of restrained particles. Therefore, one may

carefully choose them. Thus, we evaluated the ability of the IMCM to speed up

adaptively restrained simulations of coulombic systems.

□ System C (26290 particles) - Here we studied the interaction of NaCl and water ions

with a monolayer porous graphene in cubic box with a L = 70Å edge . A graphene

layer with a 7Å -diameter nanopore is placed at the center of the system in the plane

(z = 0). An external electric field of 1V/Å applied along z-direction drives particles

through the nanopore. 6 charged particles are placed at the edge of the pore. Particles

in the graphene sheet, except those forming the pore, are charge free (Fig. 3). In order

to realize the neutrality, 4 extra counter-ions were added in the system. Furthermore,

the system contains also 8000 water molecules, 250 sodium chloride pairs and 1780

carbon atoms.

During the simulation, the carbon atoms of graphene layer were frozen without thermal

vibration. It was shown that this has a minor impact on the overall dynamics40,41.

Similarly to system B, sodium chloride ions are always active whilst water molecules

follow adaptively restrained molecular dynamics. Transport properties of this system

were analyzed for different combinations of energy thresholds (εr, εf ). We expected

to observe a so-called concentration polarization layer (CPL) in the vicinity of the

graphene layer40 as well as the ion selectivity of the pore42,43.
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Figure 3: Sketch of the nanopore system. Gray color stands for carbon particles of the

graphene sheet. Red and white stand for oxygen and hydrogen respectively. Sodium atoms

are represented in cyan color while chlorine particles are green. Particles are driven through

the pore by an external field applied along z-direction. The flux of sodium atoms is restricted

by positively charged particles (orange) located at the edge of the nanopore. Counterions

(brown) ensure the neutrality of the system.

Interaction Potentials — Since previous quoted systems were related to sodium chlo-

ride, we used the NaCl/ϵ force-field proposed by Fuentes-Azcatl and Barbosa44 to describe

intermolecular interactions . The advantages of this non-polarizable force-field are its sim-

plicity and its ability to reproduce experimental results. The employed force-field is based on

a set of radial particle-particle pair potentials involving Lennard-Jones (LJ) and electrostatic

contributions. They used screening factors in the electrostatic interactions to account for the

effect of polarization and they showed that in conjunction with the TIP4P/ϵ or the SPC/ϵ

water force-fields, their model had a good agreement with experimental data at 298.15K44.

Armed with this conclusion, we described intermolecular interactions between particles in-

cluded Lennard-Jones and electrostatic potentials with scaled charges, as shown in equa-

tion (19).
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Uij = 4ϵij

[(
σij

rij

)12

−
(
σij

rij

)6
]
+

qiqj
4πϵ0rij

λiλj (19)

where qi represents the electric charge of particle i, rij is the distance between particle i

and particle j , σij represents the LJ separation distance and ϵij is the depth of the LJ

potential well. λi is the scaling factor introduced to account for the effect of polarization.

The parameters used in this research are summarized in table 1.

atom qi (e) λi σii (Å) ϵii (kcal/mol)

Na 1.000 0.885 2.520 0.003

Cl -1.000 0.885 3.850 0.382

H 0.445 1.000 0.000 0.000

O -0.890 1.000 3.188 0.169

C 0.000 1.000 3.550 0.074
∗C(a) 1.5 1.000 3.550 0.074

X(b) -2.25 1.000 3.550 0.074
a C∗ corresponds to charged particle forming the nanopore; b X are counter ions.

Table 1: Values of potential parameters: C corresponds to charged particle forming the

nanopore and X are counter ions.

Assuming that the pure water and the ions potentials are compatible, one may use the

Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules for calculating ϵij and σij (Equation (20)).

ϵij =
√
ϵiiϵjj ; σij =

(
σii + σjj

2

)
(20)

It is straightforward that the treatment of the coulombic term in (19) is similar to the work

previously presented (cf. Algorithm 5). Thus, our method can be employed in order to

compute incrementally electrostatic component of (19).

Finally, water molecules were treated as rigid body using SPC/ϵ model and harmonic po-

tentials were used for bonds and angles (See table 2)44.
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Potentials Equilibrium value Prefactor

O-H Bond 0.957Å 450 kcal /mol/Å2

H-O-H Angle 109.47◦ 55 kcal /mol/◦2

Table 2: Parameters of harmonic bond and angle potentials in SPC/ϵ water

Implementation details — The Incremental Meshed Continuum method was imple-

mented in the 1st Feb 2014 LAMMPS45. Most simulations were performed on a single core

on a Dell Precision M4700 laptop with an Intel R⃝ Core TM i7-3840QM CPU @ 2.80GHz.

Parallel Benchmarks were performed using a cluster with 8 nodes equipped with 8/16 CPUs

Intel Xeon E5540 and a Gigabit Ethernet network. We run the benchmark both for IMCM

and for P3M on one node with different number of processes.

We tested various orders of B-spline distributions for the computation of the right hand side.

An alternative to these piecewise functions consists in using high-order polynomial functions

on [0, rc]. In most cases, the 5th-order B-spline or the 10th-order polynomial function were

the best choices. To speed up these functions calls, we used a look-up table with respect to

the squared distance. The use of a look-up table reduces by more than a factor 3 the cost of

the right-hand side’s computation. We computed the near-field correction (11) based on a

neighbor-list algorithm implemented within LAMMPS36. A similar treatment was done for

the Lennard-Jones terms in equation (19).

In MD, forces must be computed along with the potential: Fi = −qi∇Φ(xi). As for particle

mesh methods, there is no unique way to achieve this derivation9. Analytic differentiation of

interpolation weights can be used for this purpose. However, this approach conserves energy

but not momentum. One can reduce the momentum drift by removing the mean force.

This yields to the non-conservation of energy. A second alternative is to directly derive

Φsm with the use of finite difference operators46. Then, the polynomial interpolation scheme
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is applied to evaluate smooth forces at each particle’s position. This approach conserves

the momentum while breaking the energy conservation. Fortunately, this drawback can be

reduced by applying a mass-weighted correction47.

In order to validate our implementation, we used P3M to compute reference forces with

a 10−10 relative error. Then we evaluated various cutoff radii rc, grid sizes, interpolation

orders, and charge densities (Figure 5) to find the optimal configuration for MCM. Finally,

we compared the associated CPU processing time to that from P3M solver with tantamount

accuracy.

RESULTS

Solid Sodium Chloride Crystal

MCM was tested with various charge densities (B-splines or polynomials) on the system

A using standard molecular dynamics. For this pure NaCl system of 64000 particles, the

choice of the 10th-order polynomial as charge density seems to be the best option for MCM

(Figure 5a). Several grid sizes were also evaluated. This leads us to the conclusion that for

the system A, the 643 grid is the fastest choice for low-accuracy simulations while a 1283

grid is efficient for high-quality ones. Roughly, the use of a lower grid size will require a

larger cutoff radius. Therefore, the processing time of the method will be dominated by the

computation of the near-field correction. A bigger grid size allows the use of a smaller cutoff.

The cost of the near-field correction is indeed reduced but the overall cost is governed by

the calculation of the right-hand side (Figure 6) which can be pricey.

NVE simulations were conducted with the meshed continuum method (MCM) in order to

confirm the quality of our implementation. For the same order of accuracy, we had similar

energy conservation for both P3M and MCM (Figure 4). However, for a given accuracy MCM

is 2 to 4 times slower than P3M (Figure 5b). These results are slightly better in comparison

to the previous state-of-the-art benchmarks5. For the purpose of a fair comparison, P3M
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was tuned in order to achieve the best performance for the given error criterion.
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Figure 4: The evolution of the energy E per particle over 10ps for a NVE simulation of 64000

particles with time-step increment ∆t = 2fs. MCM is compared to P3M at similar accuracy (∼

10−5). The energy drift |∆E/E| of both methods is also plotted (right).
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Figure 5: Evaluation of our implementation of MCM in LAMMPS on System A (64000

particles). The 10th order polynomial function and the 5th order B-spline were compared on

643 and 1283 Grid. r∗c =
rc
L

is the normalized radius of the charge density.

The incremental version of the meshed continuum method was applied to several configura-
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tions of the system A, where some particles are restrained between two consecutive timesteps.

Various percentages ranging from 0 to 100% of active particles were tested in order to vali-

date the method. Here, particles, under restraints, were constraints at their location without

ARMD. This allows us to explore, with ease, diverse distribution of active particles.

As expected, the IMCM scales linearly with the number of active particles. Furthermore,

when a sufficient number of particles are restrained, the IMCM algorithm is able to outper-

form the standard P3M algorithm (precisely, when less than 30% of particles are active in

this benchmark (Figure 6). For a configuration where less than a tenth of particles are active,

one can expect at least a ×2 speedup relatively to the Particle Particle Particle Mesh (P3M).
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Figure 6: System A - Runtime of Incremental Meshed Continuum. Left : 643 grid and

normalized cutoff r∗c = 0.16. For each particle, the evaluation of the smooth density requires

∼ 203 grid points. Right: 1283 grid and r∗c = 0.09 (∼ 233 grid points per particle).

Figure 7 confirms that the IMCM is a valuable alternative to P3M methods when an update

of forces is needed. When the system is simulated at a relatively good accuracy (∼ 10−6),

the speedup is more important (e.g ×5 with less than 5% actives particles). Moreover, one

can also expect a good behavior of the method in Monte Carlo simulations (MC) since the

force/energy update via IMCM leads to a ×15 speed-up when 1 or 2 particles are active.

This corresponds to a typical scenario of energy computation in a MC trial move.
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Figure 7: System A - Speedup of the Incremental Meshed Continuum compared to Particle

Particle Particle Mesh (left) and the Meshed Continuum Method (right).
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Figure 8: Required wall clock time per particle as a function the percentage of active particles

for different number of processes. The wall clock time is represented with Linear scale (left)

and logarithm scale (right). Performance of LAMMPS P3M is shown as a reference (dotted

lines, pentagram marker) — it does not depend on the percentage of active particles. In all

cases electrostatics were computed at similar accuracy (∼ 10−5).
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We assessed the parallel performance of the IMCM on the replicated version of the system A

(512000 atoms). IMCM showed a good behavior on a multi-core environment (Figure 8). A

10−5 accuracy P3M was used as reference. Linear scale is shown on left In all tests, IMCM

becomes faster than P3M when less than about 40% of particles are active. When less than

20% of particles are active, IMCM is 1.5 times faster than P3M on 16 cores. Furthermore,

in all configurations, the proposed method is more than twice faster than P3M when the

percentage of active particles does not exceed 10%. These results are analogous to the

parallel perfomance of ARMD on short-range potentials39.

The following sections will be dedicated to several practical applications of ARMD where

electrostatic interactions were incrementally updated with IMCM.

Sodium chloride with NaCl/ϵ and SPC/ϵ water

The system of sodium chloride in aqueous solution was studied with ARMD. The system

was kept at the temperature T = 298K with a Langevin thermostat. Then, we compared

several combinations of energy thresholds (εr, εf ).

After 10 ns run, the corresponding thermodynamic and dynamic properties of the system

were checked against a standard MD simulations at the same order of accuracy. To verify the

correctness of our simulations, the hydration of the ions, the structure of the water molecules

around ions is computed and checked against results from a standard MD simulations in the

same order of accuracy. This hydration can be measured by the four partial radial pair

distribution functions (RDFs) gNa−H , gCl−H , gNa−O and gCl−O. Although each combination

(εr, εf ) corresponds to a different average number of active/restrained particles (Table 3)

and a distinct temperature profile (Figure 9), the corresponding hydration is similar to

results from the reference MD simulation (Figure 10). The peak positions, rmax, of the pair

distribution functions in our model are given by: rmax ≃ 2.98Å for Na-H, rmax ≃ 2.19Å

and rmax ≃ 3.45Å for the first and second peaks of Cl-H, rmax ≃ 2.31Å for Na-O and

rmax ≃ 3.11Å for Cl-O.

The computation of the electrostatics forces was sped up with the use of the IMCM. When
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the average percentage of active particles is around 15%, we achieved ×2 speed up relative

to a standard MD run. The performance of the method can be increased by restraining not

only water particles but also the sodium chloride ions.

Figure 9: Temperature profile for NaCl + water mixture with an ionic concentration of 10.0 molal.

Different restraining parameters (εr, εf ) were tested on water molecules. Na and Cl are always

active. Black line corresponds to the target temperature ( 298K ).

(
εr, εf

)
(kcal/mol) ⟨T ⟩ (K) ⟨nact⟩ (%) Speed-up

(0.1,1.0) 298.04 47.02 × 0.90

(1.0,5.0) 298.97 21.56 × 1.54

(2.0,8.0) 297.48 19.37 × 1.63

(6.0,24) 298.73 15.05 × 2.19

Table 3: Speed-up for various combinations of energy thresholds (εr, εf ). ⟨nact⟩ is the average

percentage of active particles. ⟨T ⟩ corresponds to the average temperature.
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Figure 10: Ion-water pair distribution functions using ARMD with the NaCl/ϵ force field at 298K

the rigid water model SPC/ϵ and an ionic concentration of 10.0 molal. Different restraining param-

eters
(
εr, εf

)
were tested on water molecules. Na and Cl are always active. Black line corresponds

to a standard molecular dynamics simulation of the system.

Nanopore System

We investigated the ion transport through a graphene nanopore. As aforementioned, a

porous graphene monolayer is placed in a 703Å3 box filled with sodium chloride aqueous

solution. Chlorine and sodium ions were driven trough the pore with an external electric

field perpendicularly oriented to the graphene sheet (E = 1 V/Å in minus z-directions).
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We designed a 5 Å -diameter functionalized pore by putting charges on its edge. Thus, it

behaves like an ionic colander of high selectivity42. In our case, the nanopore is terminated

by positively charged ions, favoring the passage of chlorine. One may produce this type of

pore through ion etching48.

5ns simulations were conducted with both ARMD and standard MD. The IMCM was em-

ployed in ARMD simulations whereas P3M was used in the standard MD runs. In all cases,

the timestep was set to be 2 fs. Once again, the system was maintained at 298 K with a

Langevin thermostat. The system C was evolved for 2ns to achieve equilibrium state. Then,

statistics were gathered during the last 3 ns. Cylindrical coordinates (r, z) were employed

to analyze the behavior of the nanopore system and the origin was set at the center of the

simulation box. The initial configuration corresponds to a quick minimization of a system

with uniformly distributed sodium chloride ions and without any external field.

When an external electric field is applied, ions are driven directionally and accumulate on

the top (z > 0) and bottom (z < 0) sides of the graphene layer according to the charge’s

sign. Sodium ions are driven in the (minus z-direction). With periodic boundary conditions,

they appeared on the top of the box. Thus, they accumulated in this region since the pore

is impermeable to them. In fact, due to charges located at the edge of the pore, sodium ions

are repelled and consequently constrained in the top side of the simulation box (Figure 11).

The combination of electrostatic and Lennard-Jones forces leads to the appearance of this

concentration polarization layer (CPL). Conversely, the chlorine ions (moving from bottom

side to topside) are allowed to pass through the pore. However, chlorine ions formed a

concentration polarization layer (CPL) adjacent to the graphene sheet since the pore size is

relatively small. The same behavior can be observed for sodium ions. It is interesting to

observe that chlorine ions seemed to have three preferential ways to enter the pore. This

might be related to the geometry of the designed pore. ARMD in addition to IMCM was

able to reproduce this behavior (Figure 12), but the average time cost per step is 4 times

lesser than standard MD where P3M is used. The ionic distributions of both approaches

shows a similar nonuniform ionic distribution with well defined concentration polarization

layers (CPLs) identically located for all ionic species. ARMD performs quite satisfactorily
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on this system where approximately 93% of particles were adaptively restrained.
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Figure 11: Number density of chlorine (red dotted line) and sodium (blue dashed line) ions

along z-axis using standard MD (Left) and ARMD (Right). Both methods show the ion

selectivity of the nanopore which is located at z = 0.
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Figure 12: Nonuniform distributions of number density of chlorine (Top) and sodium (Bot-

tom) ions driven by an external electric field (black arrow) E = 1 V/Å using standard MD

(Left) and ARMD (Right). The gray rectangles at z = 0 mark the graphene sheet. Both

ions form concentration polarization layers (CPLs).
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CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we proposed a novel approach to the computation of electrostatics forces in

adaptively restrained particle simulations. This multigrid-based algorithm takes advantage

of the fact that ARMD switches positional degrees of freedom on and off during simulations,

while letting momenta evolve20. We showed that the pairwise electrostatic potential can be

incrementally computed. We achieved significant speedups for adaptively restrained simula-

tions, as the number of active particles decreases. We showed that IMCM exhibits a good

behavior on both single and multi-core architectures, and we would like to investigate its

performance on massively parallel architectures. We expect that the method will scale well

in this context thanks to its multigrid foundation.

We also want to examine several theoretical aspects related to the tuning of the method such

as the choice of the smooth distribution, the resolution of the mesh and the cutoff radius.

Moreover the proposed method has shown good performance in terms of precision and speed

in comparison to the popular P3M. We believe that the IMCM can be combined with ARMD

on a wide range of systems. For instance, combining ARMD and IMCM should allow for a

more efficient simulation of channeling effects. Our method can also be used in the simulation

of a protein in a solvent; where a large share of solvent molecules can be restrained. We thus

want to investigate such applications in future works.
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A Construction of smooth charge densities

The meshed continuum method (MCM)19 requires the use of smooth charge densities. Here,

we define a smooth charge density ρrc as a normalized radially symmetric distribution such
34



that ρrc(||r||) = 0 when ||r|| > rc. Some smooth charge densities are described with the help

of cardinal B-splines. We denote by B(m) a order-m cardinal B-spline. B(m) is a Cm−2[0,m]

function with the following properties26–28:

• supp
(
B(m)

)
= [0,m];

• at each interval [k, k + 1], 0 ≤ k ≤ m− 1;

• ∀t ∈ [0,m], B(m)(t) = B(m)(m− t).

By defining B
(m)
rc : r 7→ B(m)

(
m

2

(
r

rc
+ 1

))
, we can construct a centered B-spline with

supp
(
B

(m)
rc

)
= [−rc, rc]. Thereby, a charge density described with a order-m B-spline, reads

ρ(m)
rc (r) := ρrc(||r||) =

1

A
B(m)

rc (||r||) (21)

where
1

A
is a normalizing constant. Precisely,

A =

∫
R3

B(m)
rc (||r||)dr (22)

=

∫ rc

0

4πr2B(m)
rc (r)dr (23)

The charge density used by Bolten et al.19, in their original paper, is a centered quadratic

B-spline. Precisely, this density which is described by a order-3 B-spline, reads,

ρ(3)rc (r) =



−486r2 + 162r2c
32πr5c

if r <
rc
3

243(r − rc)
2

32πr5c
if
rc
3
≤ r < rc

0 if r ≥ rc

(24)

where r = ||r||. Using equation (6), the corresponding potential can be determined analyti-

cally
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ϕ(3)(r) =



3(81r4 − 90r2r2c + 65r4c )

320πr5c
if r <

rc
3

−243r5 + 810r4rc − 810r3r2c + 405rr4c − 2r5c
640πrr5c

if
rc
3
≤ r < rc

1

4πr
if r ≥ rc.

(25)

For this study, we evaluated the use of higher order cardinal splines. For instance, a charge

density described by the 5th order B-spline reads

ρ(5)rc (r) =



54(81r4 − 54r2r2c + 11r4c )

64πr7c
if r <

rc
3

−243r4 + 540r3rc − 378r2r2c + 60rrc + 17r4c
64πr7c

if
rc
3
≤ r <

2rc
3

2187(r − rc)
4

64πr7c
if
2rc
3
≤ r < rc

0 if r ≥ rc,

(26)

While its corresponding potential reads

ϕ(5)(r) =



−7290r6 − 10206r4r2c + 6930r2r4c − 3346r6c
4480πr7c

if r <
rc
3

32805r7 − 102060r6rc + 107163r5r2c − 28350r4r3c − 16065r3r4c + 9933rr6c + 10r7c
13440πrr7c

if
rc
3
≤ r <

2rc
3

−3645r7 − 20412r6rc + 45927r5r2c − 5130r4r3c + 25515r3r4c − 5103rr6c + 338r7c
4480πrr7c

if
2rc
3
≤ r < rc

1

4πr
if r > rc.

(27)
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Alternatively, one can construct densities with the help of high order polynomials. In par-

ticular, one can use a restriction of order-2m polynomials defined as follows

P2m(r) =
(
r2 − r2c

)m
1[0,rc](r) (28)

where 1[0,rc] indicates to the characteristic function of [0, rc]. Thus, a smooth charge density

described by P2m reads:

ρrc(||r||) =
1

A
B(m)

rc (||r||). (29)

Again
1

A
defines a normalizing constant such that

A =

∫ rc

0

4πr2P2m(r)dr. (30)

For instance, when using an order-10 polynomial, the charge density ρ reads:

ρrc(r) =
9009

256πr13c

(
r2c − r2

)5 if r ≤ rc. (31)

Thus, the corresponding potential reads

ϕ(r) =
a12r

12 − a10r
10r2c + a8r

8r4c + a6r
6r6c + a4r

4r8c + a2r
2r10c + a0rc

12

8192πr13c
(32)

where a12 = 462, a10 = 3276, a8 = 1001,

a6 = −1716, a4 = 18018, a2 = −12012, a0 = 6006.

Figure 13 shows several densities described by B-Splines (order 3,5,7) or (order 6, 10, 14)

polynomials.
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Figure 13: Comparison of various smooth charge densities with rc = 5 (left). Densities

described by B-Splines (order 3,5,7) are shown with solid line. Similarly, densities described

by order 6, 10 and 14 polynomials are represented with dots. For each configuration, the

corresponding potential is plotted (right).
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